
The Headshot Club -
affordable, on trend, on

message!

Increasingly clients are coming back
to me for new headshots every few
months. They understand the

Lovely experience with Just
Headshots

It took a lot of courage to have these
headshots done. I needed new
headshots, I’d avoided that
‘nightmare’ for ten years but I had to

Welcome to the second edition of Get ahead of  the game. The f irst one was
much easier than the second. Those nagging doubts creep in don’t they. Is this
good enough? Are people interested? Anyone who has had brush with imposter
syndrome will know what I’m talking about. But it’s something we have to put on
one side if  we are to truly promote our personal brands effectively. We hope
you enjoy the second issue and f ind it interesting. If  you like it please share it
with your friends. If  you think we can improve it or if  you have ideas for a story
we could cover please let us know.

Andrew Collier

Director of Photography



benefits of having an up to date
headshot photo. One of the most
important things about a headshot is
being recognised and looking like you
really do. When someone meets you
they should feel that they already
know you because of your profile
picture.

That’s why we’ve launched the

Headshot ClubTM. It gives members
the chance to keep those headshots
up to date with one, two or three
headshots sessions per year from
their monthly subscription. Not only
that, but members get discounts on
extra photos and...

Find out more

get over my fear of being
photographed. My fear of being
photographed is real - I genuinely
hate photos of myself . Even passport
photographs result in at least an hour
in a photography shop with endless
retakes. I needed professional ‘work’
headshots and ‘performance’
headshots for my work and I was not
looking forward to the experience.

I chose Andrew because I know his
wife Josie and Josie always looks
great in photographs - what better
recommendation than that! I arrived
for the shoot feeling very...

Read more

Which country has the worst
LinkedIn headshots?

Apparently it’s Israel. Israel came
bottom in a list of 25 countries with a
score of 66.39%. Chile came top with
a score of 69.88%. But we can’t be
too smug in the UK; we came in at

22nd on the list. The report was put
together by photography portal,
Snappr, which analysed facial
expressions, smiles, cropping,
backgrounds, editing, use of colour
amongst other things.

How others see us v how we
see ourselves

Or, is that really how good I look?

I was reading Donald Miller’s excellent
book, ‘Building A Story Brand’. In it he
refers to a famous marketing
campaign for Dove soap. The
concept of the campaign is that
other people see a beauty in us which
we don’t see ourselves. The
campaign was launched in the US in
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And guess what?

The smile analyser marks you down if
you don’t use a...

Read more

2013 and featured the work of a FBI
trained forensic artist.

Several women sat where he couldn’t
see them and they were asked to
describe themselves to him
whilst he...

Read more

Chester dates and booking Warrington dates and booking

19 Grove Avenue, Lymm, WA13 0HF
0800 304 7375

hello@justheadshots.photo

You received this  email because you s igned
up on our website or made a purchase from us ,

met one of our team, attended a networking
event with us or we exchanged business

cards.

Unsubscribe

Autumn dates for our Warrington and Chester Headshots
Days

Our headshots Days are back for Autumn 2020 in Warrington and Chester. We have

reduced capacity and high demand which is proving interesting. We’re now allocating

an hour per person to allow for cleaning and avoid overlaps which means we only

have 7 slots per headshots day rather than 14 per day pre-covid.

justheadshots.photo
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